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 Problem Description:  

 

This document demonstrates how to upgrade the software environment of WISE-2834 and 

ADAM-6700 by store the files in a pen drive, but a user can also store the upgrade files inside 

internal space. These 2 modules are using the same OS image kernel. The log-in account and 

password is the same. Be aware the software and firmware are using different files. Only the 

upgrade method is the same. 

 

 

 Brief Solution: 

 

1. Store the files in the module or a pen drive. 

2. Use putty to connect with the module. 

Account: root 

Password:    (no password) 

3. Check the micro SD status with command #df –h. 

The following result is before plug-in the pen drive on to the module. 
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The following result is after plug-in the pen drive on to the module. 

 

4. Use the command # cd /xxxx to transfer the execute folder. For this example, the upgrade files 

are under folder /media/sda1, so we use the command #cd /media/sda1. The result in yellow 

should be the one matching with your command. 

 
5. Use the command # ls –al, to check the exiting files and the read/write privilege of the files. If 

the files are shown in green, which means they are executable. 
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If the file install_wise2834.sh/install_adam6700.sh is not in green, then use the command to 

change the privilege. 

# chmod 755 install_wise2834.sh 

Or  

# chmod 755 install_adam6700.sh 

 

6. Use the command to upgrade the software and wait for the result in yellow box in the 

following figure.  

For WISE-2834: #sh install_ wise2834.sh 

For ADAM-6700: #sh install_ adam6700.sh 

 

 

7. Check the software version whether if it is matching with the target one. 
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